ESUG 2005 Directions
Dear ESUG Participant,
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Here’s a small description on how to get from hotel “Astrid” to the university campus where ESUG 2005 is held. It takes about 20 to 30 minutes to
reach the campus by public transport.
1. When leaving the hotel, walk down the “Augustijnenstraat” towards
“De Brouckere” square.
2. When you arrive at the “De Brouckere” square, turn to your left and
enter the metro station (clearly indicated with the white-on-blue “M”).
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3.
You can buy a ticket from the vending machine or the attendant here, just get one for a single
ride as other tickets will be provided in your conference pack. You need to get the ticket
stamped in one of the “orange machines” before crossing the red line. Follow the signs leading you to metro lines “1a” and “1b” indicated with the orange circles.
4. Make sure that you take the stairs down to the right platform: you need to take line
“1a” in the direction of “Hermann-Debroux”. Watch out that you don’t get on a “1b”
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metro to “Stockel” which also stops at this platform. The destination of a train is clearly indicated on the platform, as well as on the train itself.
Get off the train at station “Petillon”, turn left and follow the signs to the “VUB” exit.
When you exit the station turn to your right and follow the “Vrijwilligerslaan” street straight
on.
At the first square with traffic lights just continue straight on to the “Schoofslaan” street.
At the next crossing, you are standing in front of the VUB campus, just cross the street and
enter the campus. Follow the “ESUG Conference” and orange “Aula Q” signs towards the
conference venue. (For Camp Smalltalk: go to the entrance between building F and E, look for
the special “Camp Smalltalk” signs)
You can enter the conference venue through the “Nelson Mandela” entrance. (Further directions to Camp Smalltalk will also be posted at this entrance.)

Conference Contact: +32- 478 - 62 49 01

Call this number if you are in trouble and need to contact someone from the
conference. Please reserve the use of this number for problem situations, do not
use for general inquiries.
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